See It Now Photography offers the latest in digital photography
technology. Our goal is to offer the golfers the opportunity to remember
this event through personalized photography, while also promoting the
event to all who view the photos afterwards.
Our digital photographic technology provides those attending with our
ability to:
1. Photograph the golfers (groups or individually)
2. Apply a customized tournament graphic border promoting the
tournament and/or a sponsor
3. Take home with them a professional photo memento from the
event
PHOTOS CAN BE PROCESSED WITHIN 1 MINUTE
All the golfer group shots (4-somes etc.) can be fulfilled and organized
for golfers to pick up when they are even finished with their golfing.
Each golfer will receive one photo of their golfing group. Each
photograph can have a photo easel mat frame, customized graphic
border with the tournament name, date, and location incorporated into it
if the tournament committee requests this free option. This is what
makes our photos a professional memento and not just a typical photo
snapshot that the guests could take themselves. The golfers will
appreciate the fact the tournament is supplying a tournament souvenir
as a thank you for contributing and participating.

Our cost proposal options are as follows:
1. Golfer’s current hole photography - We travel the course and
photograph the golfers group at the hole they are currently on.

Base fee of $1000 (covers up to 100 group 5x7 photos) + $8 per
additional photo over the initial 100 group photos. 1 group photo
for each golfer participating.
2. Signature hole photography – We photograph at one specific hole
to capture the golfers with the tournament’s ultimate golfing
background. Base fee of $1500 (covers up to 100 group 5x7
photos) + $8 per additional photo over the initial 100 group photos.
1 group photo for each golfer participating.
3. Signature hole photography with group photo plus individual tee
shot photo built into a composite of both photographs. Base fee of
$2000 (covers up to 100 composite 5x7 photos) + $12 per
additional composite over the initial 100 golfer photos. 1
composite of each golfer’s group and their individual action tee
shot photo for each golfer participating.
If you have business sponsor looking for a unique way to market their
business, we can apply their logo and/or name to the photos as well. A
great way to market a business beyond the tournament compared to the
traditional hole sign sponsorship. Business sponsors are a great way to
offset the photography fees or simply increase your registration fee only
$10 per player. It’s that simple.
We are currently scheduling numerous tournament dates, so please
contact us soon in order to reserve your tournament dates.
Please scroll down to view some of what we are able to offer.

Customized Photo By See It Now, Inc.

Same Photo - Different Photographer

Custom Composite of Group and Individual Action Photos

